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Abstract
For agricultural surveys, a Dual Frame design combining the customary area frame with an additional list
frame has been suggested in the 70s (Hartley, Sankhya 1974) for reducing costs and improving estimate
accuracy. The availability of two or more partial list frames that could be used to supplement the area frame
is often the case in modern applications so that a more general Multiple Frame design appears as a promising
tool for agricultural surveys. Some major issues are discussed both at selection and estimation stage of the
survey in order to handle data from overlapping frames.
Keywords: Area frame and list frame; Multiplicity-adjusted estimators; Frame-level information; Variance
Estimation.
1. Introduction
This paper summarizes joint research and discussion between the authors while involved into the FAO project:
Global Strategy for improving agricultural statistics. In agricultural surveys area and list frames are commonly used for sampling purposes. Area frames cover a target population geographically. Typical area frame
unit components can be area segments, points or transects (line segments), making this an efficient type of
frame to survey land cover and use. It is also a feasible alternative to survey farmers and holders provided
these reporting units can be related to the area frame unit components. There are several advantages of
using an area frame. They are able to provide complete population coverage, are quite stable in time and
can accommodate multipurpose surveys. However, the cost for building an area frame is high and the cost to
reach a reporting unit is also greater than the same cost associated to a list frame. Other limitations include
sensitiveness to outliers and statistical loss of efficiency when estimating parameters not associated with land
related variables. On the other hand, a typical list frame useful to agricultural surveys comprise a listing
of farm addresses. This type of frame is usually build upon existing official registers, and information from
agricultural and demographic censuses. Although the costs involving sampling and reaching reporting units
using list frames are cheaper than using area frames, they tend to degenerate quickly over time, requiring
updating information very often. Failure to properly updating information leads to coverage failures
A survey using a complete area frame supported by a partial (included) list frame has been suggested as a
special illustrative case in Hartley’s pioneering paper where Dual Frame surveys (1974) were first introduced
with the purpose of reducing survey costs by retaining equal or greater accuracy in the final estimates than
a traditional unique-frame survey. In addition, as observed in Kott et al (1998), multipurpose agricultural
surveys, integrating in a single survey a range of heterogeneous items as study variables, can be preferred
for budget reasons to a number of independent surveys. They also point out that using a sampling design
allowing for selecting the same units from every frame offers the advantage of reducing both the cost and
respondents burden. When two (or more) partial list frames are available for supplementing the complete
area frame, a Multiple Frame (MF) survey, generalizing the special DF case, appears as a promising tool for
agricultural surveys. A MF strategy can be cost effective by under-sampling the expensive area frame and
over-sampling the cheaper list frames; at the same time it offers flexibility for allowing different sampling
designs and different data collection modes in different frames. Furthermore accuracy improvement on the
final estimates are allowed by exploiting all auxiliary information available from every list frame at both the
selection and the estimation stage of the survey.
However despite the many advantages at the selection stage of the survey, MF estimation is challenging
since the additional list frames are totally overlapping with the complete area frame and can be possibly
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Figure 1: DF agricultural survey: a complete area frame A supported by a partial list frame L
overlapping each other. Estimates are produced by combining data from as many selections as the number
of frames used in the survey and each frame-sample independently concurs to build up the final sample. As a
consequence the data combination must account for two main issues: i) the increased inclusion probability of
units included in the overlappings which can be selected in more than one frame; and ii) overlapping samples
due to duplicated data, either conceptually or induced for practical convenience. Moreover, additional meta
data at frame level must be available and/or collected besides the survey varable(s) in order to handle such
issues. In this paper a simple solution is suggested, based on the multiplicity approach as recently introduced
in literature (Mecatti, 2007; Mecatti and Singh, 2014). In section 2 the DF simpler case is recalled; The multiplicity approach for a general MF estimation is illustrated in section 3. Some special MF cases interesting
for agricultural applications are discussed in Section 4.
2. The Dual Frame case
In figure ?? a partial list frame (L) available to support a complete area frame (A) is depicted. For instance
this would be the case when an incomplete list of producers is available in addition to an area frame.
This special DF case has been suggested for agricultural survey since the first Hartley’s proposal, who also
introduced DF estimation based upon domains. A domain is usually intended as a population sub-group
not specifically planned at the design-level of the survey - unlike for instance a population stratum - and
still to be considered at the estimation stage. In the DF/MF set-up the target population is in fact the
union of all the frames involved in the survey and the mutually exclusive intersections of the frames are
called domains. In the DF agricultural survey (see figure ??) 2 domains are also featured: A ∩ L ≡ L
including all units enumerated into the partial list frame also and A \ L including all the residual units into
the area frame not covered by the list frame too. A sample is selected from each frame, usually of fixed
size nA and nL . Unit frame-membership, either known or collected at the selection stage of the survey, is
needed for post-classifying the area-frame sample sA into two non-overlapping domain-samples sA\L(A) and
sL(A) of random size nA\L(A) + nL(A) = nA while the list-frame sample also coincides with a domain-sample
sL = sL(L) . Notice, as the notation is meant to emphasize, that sL is both independent to sA and possibly
overlapping for L being included into A. Let the total Y of a quantitative study variable be the parameter
to be estimated, for instance the total number of cattle and calves. By resorting upon domains, Hartley
conceptually expressed the parameter, for the general overlapping case, as a sum of domain totals
X
X
Y =
yi +
yi = YA\L + YL
(1)
i∈A\L

i∈L

and he proposed an unbiased estimator of the population total as a convex combination of Horvitz-Thompson
(HT) domain-total estimators

ŶH = ŶA\L(A) + αH ŶL(A) + 1 − αH ŶL(L)
(2)
Hartley suggested an optimal approach to DF estimation so that the combination coefficient in (??) is chosen
to minimize the estimator variance: αH = min(0,1) V (ŶH ) with
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V (ŶH ) = V ŶA\L(A) + αH V ŶL(A) + 1 − αH V ŶL(L) + αH Cov YA\L(A) , ŶL(A)
(3)

In practice Hartley estimator is sub-optimal and approximately unbiased since αH too, besides (??), has
to be estimated from sample data. Hence, as shown by successive simulation work, room exists for improvement upon the optimal Hartley estimator. Several DF estimators followed, each developped under a
somehow different approach such as maximum likelyhood and regression for simple random sampling (Fuller
and Burmeister, 1975), pseudo maximum likelyhood for complex sampling (Skinner and Rao, 1996; Lhor and
Rao, 2006), modified regression (Singh and Wu, 2003) and empirical likelyhood (Wu and Rao, 2010) to name
some of the most cited. However all those estimators share an increasing complexity for MF applications with
3 or more frames as well as increasing needs for frame-level meta data in order to be actually implemented.
In the next section, the simpler multiplicity approach to MF estimation is suggested.
3. The multiplicity approach to multiple frame estimation
The notion of multiplicity has been first used in Network sampling for surveying rare and elusive population
(Sirken, 2004). In the MF set-up unit multiplicity can be defined as the number of frames Uq into whose
the unit appears among the Q used for the survey (Mecatti, 2007). By means of an indicator non-random
PQ
function taking value 1 if unit i belongs in frame Uq and 0 otherwise, it can be given as: mi = q=1 1i∈Uq .
Unit multiplicity allows for expressing the population parameter as a some over the Q frames, in a form
familiar from Stratified Sampling thus avoiding the virtual domain classification as in (??) for the population
total
Nq
Q X
X
yi
(4)
Y =
m
i
q=1 i=1
so that an umbiased multiplicity-adjusted MF estimator follows streigthforward
ŶSM =

nq
Q X
X
q=1 i=1

yi
πi(q) mi

(5)

where πi(q) denotes the probability for unit i ∈ Uq to be included in sq under the q th frame-sample design.
The Simple Multiplicity estimator (??) thus generalizes under the multiplicity approach the familiar HT
estimator for each frame-sample, for coinciding with the customary HT estimator for a unique-frame survey
when Q = 1 and mi = 1, i = 1 · · · N . Besides its simplicity to be implemented for any number of frames,
the simple multiplicity estimator offers some practical advantages over its main competitors as mentioned in
the previous section. For being a multiplicity-adjusted sum of independent HT frame-estimators, it readily
allows for unbiased variance estimation in the popular Sen-Yates-Grundy form
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Q X X
X
πi(q) πj(q) − πij(q)
yi
yj
=
−
πij(q)
πi(q) mi
πj(q) mj
q=1 i∈s j>i∈s
q

(6)

q

where πij(q) denotes the joint probability for units i and j both appearing in frame Uq to be both included into
the frame sample sq , which is null for pair of units belonging into different frames for independence of frame
selections. In addition, as for definition (??) it is clear that the simple multiplicity estimator does not require
the frame-samples to be post-classified into domain-samples on the basis of known frame-membership for all
selected units (to which frames each belongs other than the one in which it is being selected/interviewed)
which might also be resource-consuming and error prone. Instead it requires the basic information about unit
multiplicity which might be easier to collect on a simpler how many frames question. On the other hand,
for using only basic frame-level meta data, the simple multiplicity estimator can be unstable. Efficiency
improvements are gained by generalizing the multiplicity-adjustment into a unit-frame specific coefficient so
that a class of generalized multiplicity-adjusted HT estimators (GMHT) for MF survey is defined
ŶGM HT =

nq
Q X
X
q=1 i=1

yi
πi(q) αi(q)

(7)

PQ
where unbiasedness can be assured by requiring q=1 αi(q) = 1 for all population units and unbiased variance
estimation (??) still applies by simply substituting the multiplicity adjustment (see for instance (Mecatti and
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Figure 2: MF agricultural survey: a complete area frame A supported by two partial list frame L1 and L2
Singh, 2014 for details). Notice that suitable choices of the α−coefficient allows for unifying into the GMHT
class all the MF estimators derived under various approaches as mentioned in Section 2., as well as to accommodate auxiliary information (Singh and Mecatti, 2015). GMHT theory applies straightforward in some
special cases with potential for agricultural surveys, by generalizing to MF the DF cases pictured in figure ??.
4. Special multiple frame cases
All units classified in a domain share the same multiplicity. Figure ?? also shows that in a DF survey unit
multiplicity and frame-membership are the same meta-data: population units may be either of multiplicity 1
if they appear in the area frame only, or 2 if they are listed in the list frame also, which equivalently means
that units with multiplicity of 1 belong into domain A \ L while units with multiplicity 2 are included in
the overlap domain A ∩ L. This is not always the case in more general MF set-ups where unit multiplicity
and frame-membership are two different frame-level information, say basic the former and partial the latter.
Figure ?? sketches three special 3-frames cases where 2 partial lists are available to support the complete
area frame. In agricultural application this may occur for instance, with one of the list frames providing
information based on a previous agricultural census and the other providing administrative records. From
left to right the panels show sub-cases with a decreasing number of domains generated by the intersection
between the area and the two list frames. Unit multiplicity for all units in each of the possible domains are
shown in boldface. For all cases, data would come from 3 independent selections from each frame sA , sL1 and
sL2 , each under a specific sampling design leading to a frame-specific set of inclusion probabilities. On the
other hand, each of the 3-frames sub-cases leads to a different data post-classification into domain-samples
as listed in Table 1.

Frame sample →
sub-cases (multiplicity) ↓

sA

sL1

sL2

(i)

sA\L1 ∪L2 (A)
sL1 \L2 (A)
sL2 \L1 (A)
sL1 ∩L2 (A)

(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)

sL1 \L2 (L1 )
sL1 ∩L2 (L1 )

(2)
(3)

sL2 \L1 (L2 )
sL2 ∩L1 (L2 )

(2)
(3)

(ii)

sA\L1 ∪L2 (A)
sL1 (A)
sL2 (A)

(1)
(2)
(2)

sL1 (L1 )

(2)

sL2 (L2 )

(2)

(iii)

sA\L1 ∪L2 (A)
sL1 \L2 (A)
sL2 (A)

(1)
(2)
(2)

sL1 (L1 )
sL2 (L1 )

(2)
(3)

sL2 (L2 )

(3)

Table 1: frame-samples classification into domain sub-samples for the three 3-frames sub-cases

Notice that the MF sub-case (iii) of two nested list-frames is equivalent to the DF set-up illustrated in figure
?? so that DF estimation as discussed in section 2. applies straightforward. However for both sub-cases (i)
and (ii) multiplicity and frame-membership are two different frame-level information for all units selected
from the area frame. This shows in the left column of Table 1 for sA since a unit with a multiplicity of 2
does not univocally indicate into which of two different domain-samples it might be post-classified: whether
L1 \ L2 or L2 \ L1 for the sub-case (i) of two overlapping list-frames and whether L1 or L2 for sub-case (ii) of
two disjoint list-frames. As a consequence at the estimation stage, if only basic frame-level information are
available for estimation purposes, meaning that only unit multiplicity is known besides data, then the simple
multiplicity estimator (??) is the only one we can actually implement in order to produce the final estimate
and its standard error. On the other hand, in case of more frame-level information available (or collected), the
simple multiplicity estimator can be improved and a more efficient estimate can be computed still under the
multiplicity approach. This would mean looking into the GMHT class (??), so that the unbiased variance
estimator (??) still applies, and choosing the multiplicity adjustment as a function of such info. Let us
focus on full frame-level information available for all population units regarding both frame-membership and
the probability of being included into any of the frame-sample. If full frame-level information holds, it is
reasonable to choose the multiplicity α−coefficient in (??) as proportional to all those inclusion probabilities.
This leads to a more complex estimator as given, in a general formulation, by


−1 



Dq
Q
Q X

X
X
X


−1
(8)
πi(q0 ) 1i∈Ud(q0 )  
πi(q) 1i∈Ud(q) 
ŶP M =
yi πi(q)



d=1
q=1 i∈sq
q 0 =1
where q may be any of the 3 frames used in the survey A, L1 and L2 ; Dq indicates the number of possible
domains for any given frame as listed along the columns of table 1; Ud(q) denotes a domain for a given frame;
and q 0 stands for any other frame while considering a particular frame-sample sq . We can remark that:
a) the proportional multiplicity estimator (??) is equivalent to substituting in the simple multiplicity estimator (??) the simple unit multiplicity mi by a unit/frame-specific proportional multiplicity. Focusing
for instance to sub-case (i) in figure ??, a given unit i selected in any of the three frame-samples,
originally appearing in both the list frames besides the complete area frame (in other words, of a mul−1
; a different unit j appearing in L1 only,
tiplicity of 3) would be weighted by πi(A) + πi(L1 ) + πi(L2 )
i.e. of multiplicity 2, and selected in any or both sA or/and sL1 , would concur in the computation of
−1
; finally a unit included into the area
the final estimate as multiplicity-adjusted by πj(A) + πj(L1 )
frame and not listed in any of the supporting list-frames, if selected would not need a multiplicity
adjustment and therefore would be weighted by 1.
b) Estimator (??) has been first introduced by Kalton and Anderson (1986) and recently proved to be a
GMHT estimator (Mecatti and Singh, 2014). Moreover, empirical evidence indicates that ŶP M can be
more stable and accurate then its competitors mentioned in section 2. (Singh and Mecatti, 2011).
c) On the other hand, for estimator ŶP M to be actually implemented and computed, the following must
hold: first a complete identification of frame-membership for every sampled units in order to evaluate
the 0-1 indicator 1i∈Ud(q) and 1i∈Ud(q0 ) which track across frames the domains that include unit i; and
secondly a complete knowledge of inclusion probability for every frame in which unit i could have been
selected in order to actually compute the multiplicity-adjustment at the denominator of equation (??).
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